APPEND THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS WHEN CHANGING ECO APPROVAL

REV ECO DESCRIPTION
B E12037 CHANGE VALUE OF Y1 TO 22.12kHz
C E12069 CHANGE RC25,31 FROM 22K TO 220K AND X1 FIX OFFSET - SHEET REFEREENCES FOR UNSTATED RTC COMP
D E12184 ADDED U51, R67, R78, R79, R80. CHANGED RTC COMPONENT VALUES
E E12185 ADDED U11, CHANGED RTC COMPONENT VALUES
F E12253 ADDED RCM3220 OPTION, CORRECTED J4 PIN-OUT
G E12271 CHANGED R3000 TO R300A, REMOVED U11, ADDED R25
H E13078 CHANGE VALUE OF C58 & C69 TO 1uF, 12 & 13 TO 10uF, 830 TO 830MHz
I E14111 INSTALL S2, T3, T4, T5, T6, R95, R96, R97, R98
J E14463 UPDATE RCM3220 AND RCM32210 TO USE CRYSTAL
K E14463 UPDATE RCM3220 AND RCM32210 TO USE CRYSTAL
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NOTES: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
1. ALL RESISTOR VALUES ARE IN OHMS, 1/16W, 5%.
2. ALL CAPACITORS ARE 180V DC OR HIGHER.
3. THE ORIGINATION SOURCE OF A VOLTAGE IS REPRESENTED BY (VDCv), AND ALL REFERENCES TO THAT VOLTAGE ARE REPRESENTED BY (VDCu).
4. OUTLINED CIRCUIT MAY NOT BE STUFFED DEPENDING ON MODEL, SEE STUFFING CHART FOR CLARIFICATION.
5. COMPONENT VALUES SHOWN WITH AN ASTERISK (*) FOLLOWING THE VALUE MAY HAVE DIFFERENT VALUES, OR MAY NOT BE STUFFED DEPENDING ON MODEL.
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